GABAergic and glycinergic neural inhibition in excitatory frequency tuning of bat inferior collicular neurons.
This study examined the effect of GABAergic and glycinergic inhibition on excitatory frequency tuning curves (FTCs) of inferior collicular (IC) neurons of the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus. The excitatory FTCs of 70 IC neurons were either V-shaped (57, 81%), closed (11, 16%), or double-peaked (2, 3%). By means of a two-tone stimulation paradigm, inhibitory FTCs were obtained at one frequency flank only (low-frequency flank: 11, 16%; high-frequency flank: 7, 10%), at both frequency flanks (36, 51%) of excitatory FTCs, or between two excitatory FTCs (2, 3%). IC neurons that had inhibitory FTCs typically had larger Q(10) and Q(30) values (i.e., sharper excitatory FTCs) than neurons that did not have inhibitory FTCs. Neurons with inhibitory FTCs at both frequency flanks had larger Q(10) and Q(30) values than neurons with inhibitory FTCs at one frequency flank only. IC neurons with a small difference between excitatory and inhibitory best frequencies typically had sharper excitatory frequency tuning. Bicuculline (an antagonist for GABAA) application produced a greater degree of abolishing inhibitory FTCs than strychnine (an antagonist for glycine) application. Application of both drugs was most effective in abolishing the inhibitory FTCs of IC neurons. The implications of these findings for bat echolocation are discussed.